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USING SERVICE DESIGN TO MANAGE EMERGENT SERVICES

Abstract:
Technology is developed in tremendous speed nowadays. Stand-alone system until now is going to Cloud Computing trend, many data can be used to save or transfer information through cloud computing. The study uses these technologies to design a multifunction e-service system for ambulance. The e-service system updated the new way from handwriting to smart device, it can ensure information to save and transfer to the hospital database. In order to improve the current ambulance system process and replace handwriting format, this study invents the e-service system for ambulance. We use service design approach to redesign service process of ambulance, and then this study uses smart device to install e-service system for ambulance. This e-service system integrates many various media (such as sound, pictures or text ) and helps hospital employee to prepare some material before the patients arrive at hospital. This study will use Taiwan’s ambulance to illustrate its process and try to improve it with service design methodology.
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Introduction

Health care system is growing economy; it is for each national level growing of big economy. And Taiwan hospital information system (HIT) developing hasDecades. Followed by progress of Information Technology (IT), operating from the hospital to enhance the scale clinical trials. Government vigorously supports Telemedicine or Electronic medical records in recent years. And the ambulance transfer very important role in the medical. Taiwan established a wide range of medical institutions, is hoping to have a quick and convenient medical network, do not have trek thousands of miles can get health care resources. Taiwan hospitals have 21,135 until 2011 years. Follows Chyba! Nenalezen zdroj odkazů. is hospitals in Taiwan:

Table 1: Hospitals information in Taiwan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Clinic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>21,437</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>21,135</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>19,682</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>18,265</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>16,104</td>
<td>787</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of health and welfare

According to Table 1, there are more than 2,125 ambulances in Taiwan, these ambulances need to serve twenty-three millions people and an ambulance has to standby for one million residential citizens in average. But the ambulance still used a paper to record what happen on this situation, this study tries to invent electronic service to substitute and use 3G or the next LTE (Long Term Evolution, 4G) system to build a medical service network on the smart device. The e-service can be invoked through this service and patient’s data will return to the hospital automatically through medical service network before patient arriving at hospital. In order to have more explicit design process, this study apply an UML (Unified Modeling Language) to show the all process.
and planning and also promote a service research model for service process design in section 3. The section 4 describes the implementation based on this model and uses a case study to illustrate the workflow in section 5. Finally, this study uses conclusion to summarize what are the next steps in the near future.

Related Works

In order to know what are the relationships of this study, we need to depict several aspects of medical development, ambulance process, and service architecture in the following paragraphs.

- Medical development in Taiwan

Taiwan has been promoted tele-medicine development since 1960, tele-medicine is an information exchange technology, and patients don’t need to go to hospital can get professional advice for their treatment. In the 1960, Taiwan doesn’t develop any Internet and networking hardware facilities cause by the high cost of facilities’ installation. In the 1995, the information technologies began to popular of adopting computer to improve medical service, the hospitals gradually rapid development improve their health model and use Internet to cope with data-oriented design, multimedia delivery, self-help, Decision Support Systems, and EMR (Electronic Medical Records) (Taiwan’s Department of Health, 2001). In 2000, the hospital uses rapid development of handheld systems through Wireless Network, Internet Media, GPS (Global Positioning System) and RFID (Radio Frequency Identification). As in recent years elderly care is needed, the medical service integrates positioning and remote home health care into EMR and to transfer these information to the hospital immediately. In the 2010, this is smart device era, smart phone’s market share of 47.2% at 2011 years in the mobile communication (Digital convergence development association, Taiwan, 2011), There are various smart phones and smart devices in the mobile service, these mobile devices integrate diverse functions such as camera, sound recording, flashlight and communications and use ICT (Information and communication technology) to coordinate with external facilities. The figure 1 depicts the generation of medical service development.

- Ambulances of process and development

In the 1988, Taiwan’s executive Yuan promoted EMS (emergency medical service) and is found EMS by the medical development in Taiwan, ambulance service was also including in medical service. People can use a free call in 119, 119 uses a dedicated line to call the nearest fire stations or hospitals which has shortest distance for dialing patient. The operators notify to the scene after the query map, the medical employee will also on the ambulance to do some emergent operations.

Figure 1: Recent medical developments, Source: Ministry of health and welfare

http://www.iises.net/proceedings/17th-international-academic-conference-vienna/front-page
But it is hard to explicit the emergent situation, if you want to take photo or to record sound, you need to use another device. The patient also needs to confirm the situation of hand-writing script and to sign on the script. When the patient arrived at the hospital, hospital will review the entire ambulance table. If there was no health resource of patient, ambulance will send patient to the next hospital. The script of ambulance is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The script of ambulance

- the service blueprint architecture

Services design creates a valuable service for customers, hence many research of services design should be standardized structure and to create source of service value, and services design evolves the services blueprint and services flowchart, it is showing the work, policy decision, resource flows, customer and staff, and services order of services process. Building services blueprint can help designers to understand the logical process of service, and to identify possible bottlenecks of service procedures.

Services blueprint is an important tool for service flowchart, it used with the construction of architectural blueprints to render specific concept and detail design specifications (Rao, B. and Mina kakis, L., 92). When the service blueprint is depicted, you must understand that interactive services in producing process first. By the difference between core services and supportive services, the designer can concatenate various processes together and to integrate above activities in prototype service blueprint. After this integration, we can invent a basic service and try to improve this service.

Medical facilities must understand the process of medical facilities first, this study will define in the service process all work, activity and resource flows of medical service. Service design plans to understand the original service structure and figures out where are the blind spots of developing service and the service process can be more fluent after service design.
Research Model

In order to understand how to design services for ambulance, this study proposes “STEP2” to model the service design framework. Due to service is development of People-based environment, and using some technologies such as hardware and software, and relating to process. Therefore, this study integrates Service, Technology, Environment, Process, and People (STEP2) to redefine the meanings of service design, each word of STEP2 can be illustrated as following:

- **Service**: Get experience opportunity of another group of under the conditions.
- **Technology**: Using hardware, software, and technique integrate service intention through internet and method to solve the problem.
- **Environment**: Service is occurring within an environment or a range of things.
- **People**: The human beings operate several actions in a real location and participator will be people or services provider.
- **Process**: The service always provides a solution for procedures to solve people’s problems and the problem always occurs in the environment.

The Figure 3 depicts the relationship among these roles in this research model.

![Figure 1. The research model](http://www.iises.net/proceedings/17th-international-academic-conference-vienna/front-page)

System Implement

According to physical situation and the research model of Figure 3, this study designs a rescue environment for emergent service architecture for ambulance. The emergent service management needs to record voice, use texture, drawing, signature and other functions in a mobile device. In addition to transfer these collective information, this service requires a database to record and there are also two databases. One is for employee of the first line information on the ambulance, the other is to integrate multiple
hospital database of patient data. In order to ensure that the information is unique, the service has to assign a random number without duplicate. And the data transfers to the hospital through mobile network. While the patient arrived at hospital, the doctor can scan the barcode on the patient’s bractle. The Figure 4 depicts the scenario of emergent service.

![Figure 4. The scenario of emergent service.](image)

According to Figure 4, this study designs a software framework for emergent service. The framework can be divided into two parts, one is for mobile device, and the other is used in the hospital information system. Currently, each hospitals information system is designed in different architecture, but most of them have database facilitate. This study adopts Web service to communicate with heterogeneous systems and use browser interface to show the record of patient. Therefore, you can also design different layouts corresponding to different hospitals, it solves various hospital information systems. The software framework is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Software framework of emergent service](image)

**Conclusion**

In this study, we design a vehicle system which could digit immediately, both reduce mistake, and send the data to hospital at the same time. It also speed up the time while data input, this data will become the basis for statistics or review.Owing to our system
that data be digit immediately. For instance, there are almost 81 thousand people take medical treatment in a year that could save more than 81 thousand papers; suppose every rescue procedure take 8 minutes, by the system could decrease more human capital cost, furthermore; hospital can advance send words and medical treatment to rescue team. But there is a necessary thing to have a Tablet PC and keep network freely flowing with a person who is mastery of the equipment, on account of some remote districts reception not well it would be an obstacle. Except the benefit this system also could decrease the 7 service mistakes made by handwriting, and let the medical rescue on the instant without lost data, both casualty get better treatment. In the future hope this scheme will be available to all ambulance and evolved into APP mode, and let the wounded have better first aid. Our system will proceed with human-based and add mobile internet such as GPS PC to Phone biometric verification and so on; as well as invent interactive information transmission, for example the patient medical record, method of common people use or connecting doctor online; etc., to provide greater quality medical treatment.
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